ABSTRACT. We compute the submodule of finite support of the tensor product of two modules M and N and estimate its length in terms of M and N. Also, we compute some higher local cohomology modules of tensor products.
INTRODUCTION
In this note (R, m) is a commutative, noetherian and local ring of dimension d. Also, all modules are finitely generated. By H Under various assumptions on the ring and on the modules, Vasconcelos proved several bounds on h 0 (M ⊗ R N). For example, when R is regular N is locally free and pd(M) < dim(R). He asked for a similar extension when the ring is Gorenstein with isolated singularity, see [12, Question 8.2] . In §2 we slightly extend Vasconcelos' bounds. Also, we present results in the singular case, see Proposition 2.7 and 2.8. 
Repeat this for N, we have
where ( * ) follows by applying (−)
. This completes the proof.
By h i (−) we mean ℓ(H i m (−)) provided it is finite. By pd(−) we mean the projective dimension. We look at the minimal free resolution of M: 
Proof. Let p := pd(M). We may assume N is not of finite length (see Lemma 2.1). The assumptions implies that N is generalized Cohen-Macaulay and of dimension equal to dim(R). We look at 0
Apply − ⊗ R N to it and look at the induced long exact sequence
We apply Γ m to these sequences to deduce the long exact sequences:
We use these to conclude that:
In the same vein, ℓ(H
By hdeg(M) we mean the cohomological degree, see [11] for its definition. The following contains more data than [12, Theorem 4.2] via dealing with pd(A) = dim(R).
Proposition 2.4. Let R be a d-dimensional regular local ring, M a module and N be locally free over the punctured spectrum. Then
Proof. Due to Lemma 2.1 we can assume that neither M nor N are artinian. The claim in the case
We combine Lemma 2.2 with the first part to see
We putt all of these together to see
The claim is now clear. 
Proof. Due to Lemma 2.1, neither M nor N are artinian.
. This is nonzero and of positive depth. Thus, M is maximal Cohen-Macaulay. Over any 1-dimensional reduced local ring, the category of maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules coincides with the category of torsion free modules.
Hence M and N are torsion free. In view of [7] , we see J Ext 
is of finite length. We have the following exact sequences
Since depth(Hom(M * , N)) > 0 the first sequence says that depth(ker(h)) > 0. From the second sequence we have
Proposition 2.8. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d > 1, M be perfect of projective dimension one and N be Buchsbaum of dimension d. Then h
. In view of [10, Proposition I.
Fact A) Let A be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d > 1 and P be perfect of depth one. If Q is Buchsbaum of positive depth and maximal dimension, then
and we remark that if Γ m (N) = 0, then the last inequality is strict. This completes the proof.
TOWARD SHARPING THE BOUND ON
We look at M with a presentation of the form 0
Question 1.2 deals with the sharpness of
and n = 1. Let us repeat the assumption: M has a presentation of the form 0
Proof. Let x and y be a generating set of m and look at ζ := x ⊗ y − y ⊗ x. We have
is submodule of the torsion part of m ⊗ R m. On the other hand, the torsion part of m ⊗ R m is Tor
Proposition 3.2. Let (R, m, k) be a 2-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local domain and I be an ideal generated by a full parameter sequence. Then h 0 (I ⊗ R I) = hdeg(R/I). In particular,
Proof. Let x and y be a generating set of I. The notation K(I; R) stands for the Koszul complex of R with respect to I. That is
This is a minimal free resolution of R/I. In view of definition, 
It may be natural to extend the above result to the 3-dimensional case by replacing torsion-free with reflexive. This is not the case:
Let us consider to another situation: 
and the natural isomorphisms Tor
and M ⊗3 is torsion-free, we get that Tor 
Note that M ⊗2 is of positive depth. Any non-zero submodule of a module of positive depth is a module of positive depth. We apply this for the pair Tor = depth(R) + depth(M ⊗2 ⊗ R C). By Auslander-Buchsbaum formula, depth(C) = 1. Recall that depth(M ⊗2 ) = 1. We see left side of (+) is 2 and the right hand side is at least 3. This is a contradiction. In sum, M is free. 
We look at L := coker( f * ) and the inclusion Ext 
Proof. The first item is in Observation 3.4. We may assume that i > 0 and that M = 0. Reflexive modules over 2-dimensional regular local rings are free. From this, M is locally free over the punctured spectrum.
We apply Fact 5.1 for r = i, to see that 2 depth(M) ≥ dim R + i + 1 ≥ 5. That is 2 < Proof. Clearly m is non-free and locally free, and that Ext 
In particular, M ⊗ R M is not Buchsbaum.
ii) If d > 3 and M is almost Cohen-Macaulay, then
Proof. i) First, we state a more general claim:
Claim A) Let (A, n, k) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension at least two and I ✁ A be n-primary. Then
We look at 0 → n → A → k → 0 and we drive the following exact sequence
We conclude from a) the exact sequence 0
In order to compute H 
This completes the proof of Claim A). Recall from [4, Corollary (3.7) ] that: Fact A) Let (A, n) be a regular local ring and P be an indecomposable Buchsbaum module of maximal dimension. Then P ≃ Syz i ( A n ) where i = depth(P). In the light of Fact A) we see
It follows by the assumptions that dim(R) ≥ 2. Claim A) yields that:
To see the particular case, we recall from [4, Theorem (1.1)] that:
Fact B) Let (A, n) be a regular local ring and P be Buchsbaum.
Syz 1 (k) ⊕(d+1) R n for some n ≥ 0. Since M ≃ m, we see the rank of left hand side of (♮) is one. The rank of right hand side is 0 + (d + 1) + n. Since n ≥ 0, we get to a contradiction. So, M ⊗ R M is not Buchsbaum.
ii) We recall that M is called almost Cohen-
is of finite length. We look at 0 → R → R d → M → 0 and we drive the following exact sequence
We break down it into 0 → Tor
It follows from the second short exact sequence that
Let A be a ring, a necessarily and sufficient condition for which P be projective is that ϕ P : P ⊗ A P * → Hom A (P, P) is (surjective) an isomorphism.
Since M is locally free, it follows from Fact A) that K := ker(ϕ M ) and C := coker(ϕ M ) are of finite length and that 
Let (A, n) be a local ring, L be locally free and N be of depth at least 3.
Then Ext 
, where (−) v is the Matlis duality.
is a second syzygy, it is reflexive. Also, ℓ((−) v ) = ℓ(−). We use these to see
Since Matlis duality preserves the annihilator we deduce that m H
Buchsbaum. Due to Fact B) there is an n ≥ 0 such that
The left hand side is a vector bundle of rank (d − 1) 2 . The right hand side is a vector bundle of rank
Since n ≥ 0, we get to a contradiction. 
2 we have 2j ≤ d. We conclude from this that Tor R 1 (Syz j (k), Syz j−1 (k)) is nonzero and of finite length. Since 
